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This year’s Top 10 proves
the importance of
maintaining good customer
service. See how reaching
out to passengers translates
to an increase in ridership.
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King County Metro
Seattle
ing County Metro is celebrating its 30th anniversary
amid a heightened risk of terrorism and a continuing
economic slump that has negatively impacted ridership.
That’s the bad news. The good news is that the transit
property has been able meet many of its goals despite these
challenges.
But sacrifices have been made. “Over five years we have cut
$25 million in annual operating expenses so we could focus
on our primary objectives, such as putting more service on
the streets,” says Rick Walsh, general manger.
Although the agency ratcheted back expansion plans devised a few years ago, it still is adding service. “We’re not
throwing up our hands and saying, ‘Gee, we can’t do anything because of this recession,’” Walsh says. “We’ve done
everything we can to meet our goals.”
One of these goals is to maximize efficiency. From an equipment standpoint, King County Metro has turned to a novel
recycling strategy to meet that challenge.
For example, it has more than 100 40-foot trolleys that are
due for replacement. Rather than procure new trolleys, the
agency decided to recycle its existing fleet.
“We bought a new coach body from Gillig and then put
out an RFP to refurbish and upgrade the power system,”
Walsh explains. “We’ve ended up with the equivalent of a
new fleet, in just a year and a half, and saved $20 million.”

Improved on-time performance and a new driver hiring program
increased MTA’s ridership by 5.8% in the past year.

Metropolitan Transit Authority
Nashville,Tenn.

I

t wasn’t rocket science that boosted funding and ridership
numbers for Nashville’s Metropolitan Transit Authority
(MTA) — it was just good old-fashioned communication.
For the past 10 years, the MTA faced cutbacks and a reduction of services, forcing it to operate one of the oldest bus
fleets in the state without proper funding. The MTA has since
turned things around with a new communications campaign
extolling the benefits of public transit. It’s directed at elected
officials, community leaders and the chamber of commerce.
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The King County Metro recycles its vehicles instead of procuring
new ones.
Next up is the replacement of 50 60-foot articulated trolleys.
Again, rather than buy new trolleys, the agency is going to
refurbish existing equipment, in this case aging Breda dualfuel artics that are being used along low-noise, low-emission
routes through the 1.3-mile tunnel in downtown Seattle.
The agency is procuring 200 hybrid diesel electric artics to
replace the 12-year-old Breda coaches. “That fleet is going to
be 99.5% cleaner than the fleet it’s replacing,” Walsh says. “In
addition, it’s going to be 30% to 40% more fuel efficient.”
Efficiency, Walsh says, is one of the hallmarks of King
County Metro. “Transportation projects have been turned
down by the public in Washington state because of what they
perceive as inefficiency,” Walsh says. “We’re going out of our
way to dispel that kind of perception.”
STEVE HIRANO

The MTA’s campaign presentations focused on air quality
and congestion issues, as well as the need for newer vehicles.
“We’ve got buses that should have been retired 12 years ago,”
says MTA CEO Paul J. Ballard. “That really hit home,” he says
of the campaign.
Another key point centered on the MTA’s level of service,
which was far behind comparable cities. “This is the state capital. It needs to be a far higher level of service,” he says.
Getting the word out about system benefits has given the
MTA the most support it has ever received in terms of funding. “This fiscal year we received a 20% increase in our operating budget and the capital budget is 10 times the amount the
government has ever given the MTA before,” Ballard says.
The MTA has also been more aggressive in its search for
alternative revenue sources. “We’ve been successful in getting federal grants and we are also looking to private institutions such as universities for partnership opportunities,”
Ballard says.
With its new operating budget, the MTA placed an order for
25 new buses to replace existing vehicles. The new low-floor
40-foot vehicles, to be manufactured by Gillig Corp., will include electronic fareboxes and multi-colored destination signs.
Another important issue tackled by the MTA was improving
on-time performance of buses. This new focus led to a 5.8%
ridership increase in the past year.
Ballard also credits a new hiring program for MTA’s improved passenger numbers. “In the past we looked for people
with a CDL. Now we look for people with a personality and
we train them to drive.”
JANNA STARCIC

